Turner Trek Center: Dedicated to three generations of the Turner family, who collectively served over 100 summers on the Massawepie camp staff. This dedication made possible by gifts to the Massawepie Square Foot Endowment Fund by the following: Massawepie Staff Alumni Association, Peter Collinge & Carol Thiel, The Turner Family, Al Williams & Pat Williams and by Philip Bartels, Jim M. Belaskas, Richard DePalm, Tod C. Holmes, Kenneth G. Lombart, Richard & Robert Trier, Troop 334 in Rush NY, Brad VanAuken, Rosemary & George Varga, and Guide F. Verbeck III+.

Turner family.

Doris Turner revealing the dedication plaque at The Turner Trek Center.

Turner family members who served on camp staff.
Front row: Laura & Doug Turner, Doris Turner. 2nd row: Michelle Jeanne Manning, Samantha Bradley (Doug & Laura’s daughter), Russ Turner. 3rd row: Michelle’s husband, Nancy Snyder, Ginnie Turner Lacoste

THE DEDICATION PROGRAM

Mark Pulvino, current chair of the Massawepie Alumni Association, makes a few remarks at the introduction of the dedication.

Council Scout Executive Stephen Hoitt making some remarks during the dedication.

Dick Trier - former Director of Camping of the former Otetiana Council and Massawepie Reservation Director (1980s) telling entertaining stories about the Turner family’s time at Massawepie.

Doris Turner, the matriarch of the Turner family, and the Council President, Lew Heisman, unveil the plaque.

L to R: Lew Heisman, Stephen Hoitt, Doris Turner, Doug & Laura Turner.
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